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Active Certificated Airplane Pilots, US
1980

827,071 Active Pilots

2016

584,392 Active Pilots
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FAA Private Pilot Certificates Issued
1980

50,458 Issued

2016

17,082 Issued

66%
= 1000 CERTIFICATES

U.S. Flight Training Record

Up to 80% of those who begin flight training drop out
without ever earning a pilot certificate

Why the high drop out rate?
Reasons are complex 1.
•
•
•
•

Lack of perceived value
Ineffective instruction
Lack of customer focus
Failure to educate students as consumers

1. “The Flight Training Experience: A

survey of students, pilots, and instructors,” 2010, APCO Insight for AOPA

Research Findings
Approximately 2,200 flight schools in the U.S.1.
• Includes 1,675 Part 61 schools
• About one-third who seek flight training attend a Part 141
school
o The remainder use Part 61 schools or individual CFIs

1. “The

Flight Training Experience: A survey of students, pilots, and instructors,” 2010, APCO Insight
for AOPA

Common Experience
• Many flight school owners are CFIs with little or no prior
business experience
• Must run a business in a highly regulated environment
• While also tracking students, managing employees and
taking care of aircraft
• Many CFIs have little or no experience with adult learning,
instructional best practices, time management, record
keeping, or customer service

Common Experience

Taken together, these challenges have created a flight
training system that is disjointed and extremely uneven in
terms of the experience it delivers.

The Optimal Experience
1. Learn about flight training
• Starts from the first touch, which may happen long
before a prospective students crosses the flight
school’s threshold
• Website delivers the right combination of
information, affirmation and inspiration
• Information about aircraft types, time commitment
and cost
• Find a nearby flight school, schedule an
appointment for tour and discovery flight
• Lead generation for flight schools

The Optimal Experience
2. Ready for the next step
• Appointment in the books with an email
confirmation, accurate directions to the
school, information on what to expect and
how long it will take

The Optimal Experience
3. Day of the appointment
• Students walks into clean, well-maintained
school
• Environment is welcoming, prospective
student greeted by name
• During tour and possible discovery flight, CFI
learns why prospective student is inspired to
fly and their goals
• CFI offers options based on goals and budget
including a quick-start program, solo package
or more traditional certificate program

The Optimal Experience
4. Student enrolls
• Introduced to online scheduling system,
record keeping, and online logbook system
• Also tied to school accounting and invoicing
system
• All functions of the flight training
experience are online, including curriculum

The Optimal Experience
5. Adaptive curriculum
• Individualized learning, enabled by technology
• Each lesson populates list of tasks to be performed,
based on training package
• Each task is graded by CFI in an app based on
performance standards
5 = Exceeds PTS/ACS
4 = Meets PTS/ACS
3 = Approaching standards, still needs practice
2 = Able to verbally describe the procedure/maneuver, but can’t perform
1 = Little to no knowledge of the procedure/maneuver

• Student moves forward with new tasks, or curriculum
adapts to repeat tasks as necessary

The Optimal Experience
5. Adaptive curriculum (continued)
• System provides study materials for items students
must repeat and new tasks/procedures
• Students can see how well they are progressing, know
exactly where they
• Aids motivation through the tough spots
• Helps CFIs prepare by providing instructor notes,
teaching tips, common errors for each task right in the
app

The Optimal Experience
6. Student keeps progressing
• Avoid plateaus and frustration
• Built-in plans for weather delays and
maintenance
• Improved transition between CFIs
• Student invited to events like fly-outs and tower
tours
• Recognized and rewarded for achieving
milestones

AOPA Building for Schools
•
•
•
•
•

Lead generation website
Customer service training
Marketing training
Adaptive curriculum (with teaching tools for CFIs)
Integrated business tools (online scheduling, CRM, records
management)
• Consulting
• More to come…

Vision for Flight Training
Anyone with the interest and commitment can
learn to fly
• Learning to fly is challenging and students will
struggle with tasks and concepts along the
way
• But they shouldn’t struggle with the training
process

